The annual average benzene concentration at the CAMS 131 City Service Center air monitoring site located at 201 H.O. Mills Blvd. exceeded the air monitoring comparison value (AMCV) in 2001-2005, but not in 2006-2007. However, in 2008, the annual benzene concentrations exceeded the AMCV again and CAMS 131 recorded the highest benzene concentration in Texas for 2008. Benzene has also been monitored since July 2004 as part of a Supplemental Environmental Project at the Flint Hills (formerly Huntsman Petrochemical Corporation Aromatics and Olefins) Plant.

Annual evaluations may be accessed here:
http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/implementation/tox/regmemo/AirMain.html

Information on AMCVs may be accessed here:
http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/implementation/tox/AirToxics.html#amcv
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**Number** | **Company Name** | **RN**
---|---|---
368 | KMCO, LP DBA KMTEX | RN100209283
411 | CHEVRON PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY LP | RN100209885
484 | AIR PRODUCTS LLC | RN101914284
693 | CHEVRON USA INC | RN102197385
15978 | OXBOW CALCINING LLC | RN105156111
16932 | CHEVRON PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY LP | RN102881588
17258 | MOTIVA ENTERPRISES LLC | RN100209451
17508 | TRANSIT MIX CONCRETE & MATERIALS COMPANY | RN102881588
17527 | CHAMPION INC | RN105308621
19737 | CHEVRON PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY LP | RN100209885